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The goal: to address data error modeling for data assimilation 
purposes, reflecting the difference in averaging of physical field by 
the model grid and by the observing  systems.

Consider a typical situation in the ocean modeling:
Model: grid resolution – 30km x 60km,
Data: Sea surface height altimetry – 7km footprint;
SST – 1-4-25km averages, depending on the product;
In situ observations – local.

What is the error of the data with regards to the model grid values? 
It needs to be specified for the assimilation procedures.

In addition to measurement error of the data, we need to take into 
account the error due to the difference in averaging of the physical 
field by the model and by different types of the observing systems.
Are our error estimates consistent with each other and 
with data differences?   



LetLet’’s start from a very simple s start from a very simple 
problem: explaining the problem: explaining the 
difference between difference between griddedgridded
versionsversions of satellite and in situ of satellite and in situ 
SST dataSST data



Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly
(Reynolds and Smith’s NCEP OI v.2)
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What is the error in the binned What is the error in the binned obsobs mean mean 
(as estimates of the (as estimates of the ““truetrue”” bin area average)? bin area average)? 



Error in 4 degree ICOADS bins Error in 4 degree ICOADS bins 
(NCEP OI analysis is used as (NCEP OI analysis is used as ““truthtruth””):):
Actual and theoretical error variance Actual and theoretical error variance 
differ by a factor of twodiffer by a factor of two



HighHigh--resolution brought in by resolution brought in by 
satellite data can help pinpointsatellite data can help pinpoint
natural SST variabilitynatural SST variability



MODIS Scanning Swath



Satellite Sea Surface Temperature Measurements for one day



Pathfinder SST:
Monterey Bay,
Oct 8, 1996
4km resolution



A few weeks of background A few weeks of background 
processing of 20 years of daily 4kmprocessing of 20 years of daily 4km
maps of Pathfinder AVHRR SST maps of Pathfinder AVHRR SST 
laterlater
………………………………………………………………………………………………

we have SST variability inside we have SST variability inside 
1x1 boxes estimated1x1 boxes estimated……













What we have learned from What we have learned from 
the SST analysis:the SST analysis:

For representing 1degX1degX1month For representing 1degX1degX1month 
bins both (in situ) measurement error bins both (in situ) measurement error 
and natural SST variability contribute and natural SST variability contribute 
significantly into the effective significantly into the effective 
observational error  observational error  
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So=Hs=W1s1+W2s2+W3s3+W4s4



Spectral representation 
of data error



Rough ApproximationRough Approximation



Sea surface height from 1/3 degree AVISO analyses
(Ducet et al. 2000) 



M. Tomczak & J.S. Godfrey  
book 

“Regional Oceanography: an 

Introduction”



Wavenumber
spectrum
for sea surface 
heights:
Combining 
Stammer (1997)
tropical and
midlatitudinal
spectral forms
[Rossby radius 
is from Chelton
et al. (1998)]





ERROR ESTIMATE VERIFICATION 
USING IN SITU DATA (TIDE GAUGES)



Conclusions

1. Effective data error depend on the model resolution (and 
averaging intrinsic in individual observations).

2. The richness of satellite data allows us to specify and use 
for error modeling spectral representations of assimilated 
fields.

3. Error due to averaging difference may exceed the nominal 
measurement error. 
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